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opportunity to meet the makers and retailers
of the tools we use each day in our own
’shops at home. I believe it adds so much to
a tool’s value to know the person behind the
tool. I now have the privilege of personally
knowing the maker, giver or retailer behind
every single tool in my chest, so now, each
time I pick up a tool, I am challenged to use
it to the best of my ability, to care for it, to
cherish it and to use it to continue to build
the legacy of the hands it was formerly in.

Anne Briggs Bohnett reports from the Handworks
Woodworking Tools & Traditions show in Iowa

The chaps of Philly Planes
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andworks 2015 was a blur, a rush
of people from all over the globe,
coming together for a whirlwind
weekend of tool shopping and community
building within the hand tool woodworking
world. There were three barns: the main
barn, the furniture shop and the green
woodworking barn, each of which were
packed to the gills with makers and
enthusiasts all weekend long. Of course,
the presentation and selection of tools
were incredible, but far more impressive,
to me at least, were the people. I haven’t
seen so many smiles, hugs and handshakes
in a very long time.

Woodworking community

As many woodworkers as there are out there,
I am constantly surprised by the closeness
I continue to see within the woodworking
community. Every show I go to seems to
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be a heart-warming reunion of the best of
friends and a wonderful opportunity to make
new ones. I was finally able to put faces to
some of the names I’ve been hearing about,
such as David Barron, planemaker, and Phil
Edwards of Philly Planes. I also got Mike
Hancock and Alex Primmer to ham up for a
photo with me – absolutely lovely chaps!
Much like at Woodworking in America
earlier this year, there were many
woodworking celebrities present at
Handworks. While I fared a little better
controlling my nerves talking to Megan
Fitzpatrick this time around, I’m still kicking
myself for the awkward run-in with Chris
Schwarz in our hotel lobby and for refusing
the beer Roy Underhill offered me from
behind the Lost Art Press table – note
to self, if Roy Underhill ever offers you
ANYTHING, you take it!
It is a very special thing to have the

Handworks 2015 was all about the people

Mike and Alex of Classic Hand Tools

Roy Underhill admiring Texas Heritage Aprons

The Studley Tool Chest
And speaking of legacies, I still
haven’t quite recovered from my trip
to see the Studley Tool Chest. The
skill, precision and craftsmanship
represented in that chest are truly
inspiring. It was of great interest
to me that Studley’s whole working
toolset, chest included, only
weighed 77kg. Also, the chest
shows absolutely no evidence of
modification, which means that he
had his entire toolset assembled
and measured and then didn’t make
any alterations to his design along
the way. He knew exactly what he
was going to build and was able to
envision the exact result before he
began the build. Listening to Don
Williams talk about the Studley
project, working with Neryan on
the chest for nearly five years, was
my favourite part. His knowledge
and passion about the chest, its
maker and the tools inside were
incredibly infectious

Details were everything
to Studley

The Studley Tool Chest

➤

An extract from the show guide
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And a little about the tools

Very exciting to many hand tool users at the
show were the presence of Lie-Nielsen’s
new plough plane, set to be released soon,
and the blade honing guide they’ve been
working on getting into production. Lee
Valley Veritas brought their new mitre plane,
a fantastic little tool whose detachable
side handle makes it excellent to use
with a shooting board, but the hefty body
and moveable mouth also make it a great
smoothing plane as well. Sterling Toolworks’
new dovetail square was a big hit at the
show, boasting of imperial and metric
graduated markings as well as a removable
dovetailing blade whose reduced width at
the end allows for easy checking for square
across and along the base within the joint
even on thin, London Style, dovetails. The
ingenuity of the thing is that Chris designed
the dovetailing rule so it can be purchased
separately and is compatible with most any
square stock, both vintage and new.

Community Toolchest

By far the most special part of this show, for
me, was being able to hand deliver the first
piece of furniture built with the Community
Toolchest to a very pleased new owner. As
part of a barter exchange earlier this year,
Mark Harell of Bad Axe Saws commissioned
me to build a new display for his saws. Using
only hand tools straight out of the CTC, I
was able to use the build as an incredible
teaching opportunity. In the process, I also
learned a ton, was able to incorporate many
woodworking techniques I was trying for
the first time, and was able to complete and
deliver the best and most complex piece
I’ve built to date on quite a time crunch
to someone who will love and appreciate
the piece for all it is, both its flaws and its
perfect spots!

Join us all next time!

As what many of us will remember as the
best weekend of our woodworking lives drew
to a close, a buzz began to build. We left
inspired to return home and play with our
new tools with a renewed passion for the
craft. I’m sure I wasn’t the only one who was
also very excited for a nice long nap! Jameel
Abraham put on an incredible show, and I,
for one, am already counting the days until
the next Handworks. F&C

Bad Axe Backsaws were a big hit

The first CTC commission

Words on Handworks 2015
“Handworks is an opportunity for
woodworkers of all ages and abilities
to get hands-on with amazing tools,
and to meet and learn from some of
the greatest educators of hand tool
woodworking. The experiences and
comradery truly make it a weekend
without compare!”
Jason Weaver, woodworker

Young and old dug through Patrick Leach’s bins of
vintage gold

The Lee Valley Veritas booth

Lie-Nielsen planes on display

A heart-warming tale
of mini proportions

Marco Terenzi hung out in the Lost Art
Press booth, where Chris Schwarz and
Roy Underhill were signing autographs
and selling books for most of the show.
He brought along the Miniature Anarchist’s
Toolchest that he built for the New English
Workshop, a perfect quarter-scale model of
Chris Schwarz’s Anarchist’s Toolchest.
Marco has since set about making a mini
toolset to go along with the chest. He’s also
nearly completed a one-tenth model of the
ATC that is too small to believe. Perfect tiny
dovetails, impeccable wood selection and
unbelievable craftsmanship make for a
deadly cute trifecta. As he stood near his tiny
chests, an elderly gentleman approached
and greeted Marco warmly. As it turns out,
Bob McGinis has been a big fan of Marco’s
for quite some time. 75-year-old Bob came
equipped with a photo album containing
prints he’d made of every single one of
Marco’s Instagram photos, and proudly
showed the album to anyone willing to
look. A mini-maker himself, Bob has been
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Patrick Leach's Loot

“So many excellent toolmakers,
craftsmen and teachers. There is so
much that should be said. If you love
woodworking and hand tools, then this
would be heaven on earth. The people
are really the best you could possibly
want to meet.”
Bartee Lamar, Mysaw.com

Marco Terenzi and his biggest fan

championing Marco from afar for quite
some time, encouraging and inspiring him.
He and Marco regularly exchange letters
and Bob came out to Handworks specifically

to spend time with Marco and to
personally invite him to his annual
mini-maker BBQ bash at his house
this autumn.

www.woodworkersinstitute.com

“When people ask me if I had a ‘good
show’, what they mean most often is if
I sold a lot of planes. My response is
always pretty equivocal on that front.
In reality, that’s really never what makes
a show good or bad for me. What I
gauge the success of an event on is
how high the adrenaline of enthusiasm
runs when I get home. After a good
event, I’m practically shaking to get into
the workshop, or get a pad and pencil
to get ideas out. As someone who lives
more or less like a hermit – albeit one
with an intensely loud and anarchic
family – most of the time, I need these
gatherings desperately to give me a
regular infusion of creativity and
energy. Man, did I get that last weekend
at Handworks”
Rany Nelson, Daed Toolworks

⁄12th scale toolchest
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